CloudLogix Wins TeXchange’s “One to
Watch” Award
CloudLogix, foremost provider of cloud-based Synchronized
Resource Planning (SRP) solutions, announced today that it
has won TeXchange’s inaugural “One to Watch” award.
The award celebrates small member companies of
TeXchange that have less than $2 million in revenue, but
that have big potential.


We are thrilled to have been selected by TeXchange and this award recognizes the
company’s success to date, and reinforces the innovative direction we have set for the future.

Grapevine, Texas (PRWEB) October 03, 2012
CloudLogix, foremost provider of cloud-based Synchronized Resource Planning (SRP)
solutions, announced today that it has won TeXchange’s inaugural “One to Watch” award. The
award celebrates small member companies of TeXchange that have less than $2 million in
revenue, but that have big potential.
CloudLogix received the award on August 14th at an event unveiling the Fast Tech list of the 35
fastest-growing technology firms in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. TeXchange was created to
promote entrepreneurial startup companies and investors in the technology and life sciences
field, through open table discussions, networking, and educational forums. The group presently
has over 300 members.
Rob Langhorne, CloudLogix’s CEO, who received the award said “We are thrilled to have been
selected by TeXchange and this award recognizes the company’s success to date, and reinforces
the innovative direction we have set for the future. It reflects also the dedication by every
employee who has helped make CloudLogix a success. Huge congratulations to the entire
CloudLogix family.”
Langhorne went on to explain that the typical Supply Chain software solutions are often too
bulky, expensive and may not integrate with other in-house systems, such as warehouse,
accounting, supply chain management and sales management. CloudLogix’s products, on the

other hand, can synchronize with existing systems and make sure everyone is communicating
together.
CloudLogix builds tools that enable software companies, IT departments or supply chain
organizations to incorporate Software-as-a-Service and advanced analytics into their products.
When companies need the basic products, CloudLogix has products that use the tools to build
modern, active supply chains.
About CloudLogix
Since its beginnings CloudLogix has grown to be a provider of Business Intelligence/Analytics
tools and Supply Chain Management applications delivered as Software-as-a-Service. The tools
work together to complete an informational loop in logistics processes; cycling validated
logistics data to the intelligence/analytics tools and returning business decision data to the supply
chain for execution by the suppliers and service providers.
The power of the company comes through its patent-pending toolset's ability to integrate to
existing enterprise IT infrastructure and allow the system to efficiently adapt to the constant
changes in the demand/supply chain. CloudLogix provides solutions for thousands of users in 14
countries, and every month, the company is gro

